Character Analysis – Class 4
Rigid – The Achiever
1

WELCOME!







We are delighted you are here!
Class Hours
 Noon – 5:00pm
Renown – Mack Auditorium
 Bathrooms
 Cafeteria
 Starbucks
 Your Personal Comfort is important to us!
 Exercise clothes, shorts, etc. are always recommended
Snacks
 We’ll be taking a short break, feel free to bring water or snacks
June 2014
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CLASS OVERVIEW


Comprehensive Analysis and Resourcing of the Rigid Character Structure
 Anatomy and Physiology
 Emotional and Mental patterns
 Resourcing through Trauma Resolution Processes
 Guided Imagery
 Physical Exercises to integrate and restore balance
 Professionally Recorded Exercises and Meditations for use in and outside of class



This class is part of New Vistas International’s Mastering The Therapeutic Process™ professional
counseling training program.
Professional Certifications provided in this series:
Level 1: PAUSE Certified Hypnotist (HT)
PAUSE Characterological Specialist (PCS)

Advanced Training Levels:
Level 4: PAUSE Certified Specialist
Level 5: PAUSE Master Counselor (PMC)

Level 2: PAUSE Certified Hypnotherapist (CHT)
PAUSE Enneagram Specialist (PES)
Level 3: Certified Clinical Hypnotherapist (CCHT)
PAUSE Certified Counselor (PCC)

June 2014

Level 6: PAUSE Specialty Instructor (PSI)
PAUSE Instructor (PI)
PAUSE Master Instructor (PMI)
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CLASS OUTCOME






To provide Tools and Techniques for Removing the Obstacles to Success
To explore the RigidCharacter Defense System
To provide resources for balancing the FourthChakra
To introduce:





Basic PAUSE Processing Model
Moving Towards Money Guided Meditation
In The Presence of Love Guided Meditation
Anahata – The Fourth Chakra Guided Meditation for Sleep

June 2014
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AGENDA








Welcome (Questionnaire)
Light Exercise
Dr. Clyde Porter, TACSI for the Rigid
Structure
Grounding Running Energy – Setting
Intention
Introduction to the Basic PAUSE Model of
Processing





The PAUSE Model of Processing Demo
The PAUSE Model of Processing Practice
Session











EFT on Rejection
Lecture on the Rigid Compensation
Break
Rigid Panel
Presence of Love Guided Meditation
Questionnaire on Guided Meditation
Moving Towards Money Guided Meditation
Review
Closing Circle


MP3 Player Check

Break


MP3 check during break

June 2014
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RIGID CHARACTER QUESTIONNAIRE



Please fill out the Questionnaire on the break



This is for YOUR information only, no one else will read it.



We will discuss it later today

June 2014
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TACSI EXERCISES FOR THE RIGID CHARACTER TYPE
Dr. Clyde Porter, DC, CCHT – Inventor of TACSI - Temporomandibular Activated Cranial Sacral Integration














The body’s upper section is the primary site of energy flow obstruction for the Rigid Defense System.
Primary block are in the top three thoracic vertebrae and ribs circling to the front of the body.
There is also an outer fringe of the energy obstruction on the lateral shoulders in the deltoid muscles.
When the body’s natural energy flow is blocked anywhere, it leads to stagnation and lack of wholeness.
When blocked in the 4th Chakra, it restricts and distorts our ability to give and receive Love.

The following TACSI exercises opens and encourages the flow of our vital energy throughout the body.
WINDMILL
VERTICAL SPLIT
All exercises are performed with
Dr. Clyde Porter, DC
the jaw 100% open.
Porter Wellness
SHOULDER ROLLS
1005 Terminal Way, Suite 270
Reno, Nevada 89502
COUNTER PUSH-UPS
Phone 775-331-0177, Fax 775-331-8391
http://CoreTruthEnergetics.com
http://JawStretch.com
Porterwellness1@yahoo.com

June 2014
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THE BASIC PAUSE PROCESSING MODEL
Please note it is not necessary to share any personal information or details
about a challenge you are working on.








Pendulation: Pendulation refers to the movement between a resource state
and an activated state.
Always begin with a resilient resource state.
The client is helped to move to a state where he or she is believed to be
somewhat activated by a traumatic event (i.e. is aroused or frozen) and then
helped to return to a resource state, often with a previously established
positive anchor.
This process is done repeatedly, with progressively more levels of activation
resolved by the client in successive pendulations.
June 2014
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P-PRESENT - PENDULATION
Client and Counselor are standing.
Tracking Felt Sense – Mindful of what’s happening
internally and externally.

Reflective Listening, 1-2 minute exploration
Determine which side (left or right) is the Resource
State, and which is the Activation State.
Establish Consistent Resource State by identifying a
time when the client was experiencing a strong
positive emotional state
Step to Resource side, turn-up the feeling and anchor
it to an OK sign
After the feeling dissipates, release the anchor and
Break State
Repeat this process 2 or 3 times to reinforce the OK
Anchor
Test the Anchor
June 2014

LOOP THROUGH THIS CYCLE
 Now contemplate your moderate challenge and step to your
Activation side
 Notice what you are: seeing; hearing; feeling; smelling; tasting;
and self-talk.
 What is your level of activation on a scale from 1 to 10?
Reflective Listening
 Go ahead and step into your Resource side and fire your
Resource Anchor
 Notice what’s happening in your body right now (Pause)
 Release your anchor (Pause)
Reflective Listening
Pendulate back and forth from stressor to resource/ Track felt
Sense until there is a feeling of neutrality
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AWARE WITNESS – COMPASSIONATE OBSERVATION
The Guest House, by Rumi

Client and Counselor are sitting, use Reflective Listening

This being human is a guest house.
Every morning a new arrival.

Go ahead and ground yourself and run your energy. (Pause)
 Turn the corners of your mouth up.
 Notice how you feel when you smile? (Pause)
 Close your eyes and simply observe yourself with compassion.
(Pause)
 From this state of the Aware Witness, contemplate a challenge.
(Pause)
 Imagine yourself in the back of a movie theatre. (Pause)
 Place your challenge on the screen in front of you.
 The images on the screen are in the distance and in black and
white.
 As you look at this challenge on the screen, what your level of
activation on a scale from 1 to 10, with 10 being maximum
activation?
Take Notes


A joy, a depression, a meanness,
Some momentary awareness comes
As an expected visitor.
Welcome and entertain them all!
Even if they’re a crowd of sorrows,
Who violently sweep your house
Empty of its furniture,
Still treat each guest honorably
He may be clearing you out
For some new delight.
The dark thought, the shame, the malice.
Meet them at the door laughing,
and invite them in.
Be grateful for whoever comes,
Because each has been sent as a guide from beyond.
(Who is the Host?)
June 2014
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U-UNIFIED SELF -WELCOMING
As you are observing your challenge on the screen,
 Welcome the Thoughts
 Welcome the Memories
 Welcome the Images
 And Welcome the Feelings that arise. (Pause)
 Put these thoughts, memories, images and feelings on the screen.
(Pause)
 Turn your attention inward
Long Pause


June 2014
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S-SURRENDER – BEING WITH IT
Being With It
 Deeply explore the entire Felt-Sense of the
experience…
 Move fully into it without resistance…
 Nothing to understand, nothing to analyze or figure
out…
 Willing to experience it just as it is…
 Appreciate the power and energy held in these
sensations…
 Focus only on sensation…
 If a thought arises bring your awareness back to
sensation…
Pause
 When there is a feeling of greater relaxation and ease, signal with
your index finger.
June 2014

RESOLUTION, RETURNING TO THE AWARE WITNESS
 That’s right, relax into that feeling…
 Return to the screen in front of you.
 Place any residual images, thoughts, feelings, or
sensations on the screen in front of you.
 Imagine the images on the screen slowly fading and
disappearing.
 Releasing everything, releasing the screen, the
theatre…
 Focusing only on your breath moving in…. and out…
 Moving into gentle awareness…
Pause
 From the state of the Aware Witness, what was the
lesson to be learned from this challenge?
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E–ESSENTIAL SELF – FUTURE PACE
FUTURE PACE
 Using this new perspective, as the Aware Witness, contemplate having fully integrated this lesson,
 What is happening in your life one month from now… (Pause)
 What has improved in your life one year from now? (Pause)
 And after five years of living with this new, powerful insight, what is happening in your life?
(Pause)
BENEFICIAL INSIGHT
 As this session concludes, what beneficial insight will you be taking with you?

June 2014
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YOUR TURN!


Pair-off and conduct the PAUSE Basic Processing Model



Feel free to raise your hand or ask an Instructor for assistance



IF additional room is needed, there are meeting rooms across the hall. Please let Gia know where
you will be.



Take a break after you are done, and please keep it quiet for those still in process.

June 2014
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RELEASING REJECTION
Fear of rejection is anticipation of future failure in the eyes of another. It could be from an individual, from family
members, or a group of people. It could be a fear of not being accepted for what you do or don’t do. It could be
for what or who you are. It could be a fear that you won’t be good enough, or in some way will be lacking.

Anticipated rejection can stop us cold in our tracks and keep us from moving forward in life. It is fear of an
unpredictable future impacting how you feel about you.
Fear of Rejection is projecting your negative thoughts into the minds of others.
Change-up your thinking
• Timing is everything. I may not be right for them at the moment. That just means that they are not right for
me right now.
• There is no failure, only feedback. Perhaps what looked like rejection in the past might actually be doing me
a favor as I learn and grow from it.
• I am a work in progress. I can only do my best right now, like everyone else. There is always room for
improvement. Thank you for being my teacher.
WHAT IF WE ARE THE ONLY ONES THAT ARE TRULY GETTING IN THE WAY?
The good news is that once we recognize that our way of seeing ourselves is the only problem we have, we can
start changing it and put ourselves out there!
June 2014
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RATE YOUR ACTIVATION


Close your eyes and notice what happens when you say:

“I am afraid of being rejected.”




June 2014

Rate your activation 0 – 10
0= I have completely released outcome, I am enthusiastically moving forward
10= I am totally afraid to move forward, I know I will be rejected and I will be so ashamed I
could die. In fact, I think I am dying right now!
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EFT FOR FEAR OF REJECTION
Setup Statements while tapping Karate Chop or rubbing Sore Spot


KC/SS - Even though I am afraid of being rejected, I completely Love and accept myself.



KC/SS - Even though they might simply say “No,” and even if I hear that as “I am horrible
and not good enough,” I completely Love, honor, and accept myself.



KC/SS - Even though the thought of possibly being rejected keeps me from doing SO many
things, I completely Love and accept myself anyway.

*Note: It’s helpful to identify where in your body you feel this.

June 2014
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TAP CYCLE #1
EB: Eyebrow:
SE: Side of Eye:
UE: Under Eye:
UN: Under Nose:
CN: Chin:
CB: Collarbone:
UA: Underarm:
TH: Top of Head:

I have this fear of being rejected.
This fear of failure and shame…
This fear they will reject me.
They will reject what I am doing, and who I am.
I feel if they don’t understand what I am doing, or what I am saying…
They will hate me and reject me.
This fear stops me from moving forward.
I don’t like this feeling of rejection at all!

Close your eyes and check your level of activation as you say…
“I am afraid of being rejected”
Rate 0 – 10
June 2014
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TAP CYCLE #2
EB:
SE:
UE:
UN:
CN:
CB:
UA:
TH:

I know I want to put myself out there
I can see myself successful in the future
Somehow I survived from rejection in the past
It doesn’t have to be perfect
Nothing is perfect
When I am afraid like this I miss out on so much!
So maybe I can risk it and go for it anyway
If getting a “no” would be the worst thing that could happen,
it might not be that bad.
Close your eyes and check your level of activation as you say…
“I am afraid of being rejected”
Rate 0 – 10

June 2014
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TAP CYCLE #3
EB:
SE:
UE:
UN:
CN:
CB:
UA:
TH:

I am tired of insisting that I feel bad
I know I can choose a better thought about me
Being afraid of things that might not happen does not serve me
I can catch myself in the act, and make a better choice
Not everybody has to like me, or understand me
I am opening my heart so I can love myself
I am allowing myself to feel better and stronger
I am giving myself permission to move forward with an open heart
and an open mind, without fear.
Close your eyes and check your level of activation as you say…
“I am afraid of being rejected”
Rate 0 – 10



June 2014

Take a deep breath... roll your shoulders, stretch your arms, stretch your jaw, wiggle your toes.
Repeat the entire process as needed to get a reduction. Repeat for other issues.
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I AM ENOUGH
I don’t want anyone who
doesn’t want me.
Oprah Winfrey

When you're following your inner voice, doors tend to
eventually open for you, even if they mostly slam at first.
Kelly Cutrone

I am crying over the loss of something I never had. How
ridiculous. Mourning something that never was – my
dashed hopes, dashed dreams, and my soured
expectations.
E.L. James

June 2014
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YOUR NVI MP3 PLAYER PLAYLIST – JUNE 2014


ALBUM: INTRO TO PAUSE





NVI-BAW-T1_Body-Awareness-Workout_Intro [6min]
NVI-BAW-T2_Body-Awareness-Workout [31min]
NVI-CB-T1_Chakra-Balancing_Intro [4min]
NVI-CB-T2_Chakra-Balancing [32min]



Album: NVI R&R Series




ALBUM: CHARACTER ANALYSIS






ALBUM: SLEEP SERIES











NVI-SS-00_Intro to the NVI Sleep Series [60min]
NVI-SS01-C1_Muladhara_The Root Chakra-Intro [4min]
NVI-SS02-C1_Muladhara_The-Root-Chakra-Track 2 [60min]
NVI-SS03-C2_Svadhisthana - 2nd Chakra-Intro [6min]
NVI-SS04-C2_Svadhisthana – 2nd Chakra-Track 2 [60min]
NVI-SS05-C3_Manipura – 3rd Chakra [60min]
NVI-SS06-C4_Anahata – 4th Chakra [60min]
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R&R-11-MH3_Heart Meditation-3 [20min]
NVI-CA-1-BTB_Intro to Before the Beginning [6min]
NVI-CA-2-BTB_Before the Beginning-Track 2 [21min]
NVI-CA-3-UR_Intro to The Ultimate Resource [6min]
NVI-CA-4-UR_The Ultimate Resource [21min]
NVI-CA-5-AFG_Intro to The Art of Feeling Good [4min]
NVI-CA-6-AFG_The Art of Feeling Good Track 2[19min]
NVI-CA-7-TI_Transforming Identity [19min]
NVI-CA-8-EEI_Intro to the Edge of Excellence [2min]
NVI-CA-9-EOE_The Edge of Excellence [16min]
NVI-CA-10-RR_Releasing Resistance [12min]
NVI-CA-11-MTM_Moving Towards Money
NVI-CA-12-In The Presence of Love
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CORE CHALLENGE OF THE RIGID – OPENING THE HEART




June 2014

Primary challenge of the Rigid Structure is to open the flow of energy
through the heart by overcoming the fear of rejection.
Healing is experienced through connecting to the resources of the
heart
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STILL POINT
At the still point of the turning world.
Neither flesh nor fleshless;
Neither from nor towards;
at the still point, there the dance is,
But neither arrest nor movement.
And do not call it fixity,
Where past and future are gathered.
Neither movement from nor towards,
Neither ascent nor decline.
Except for the point, the still point,
There would be no dance,
and there is only the dance.
T.S. Elliot
June 2014
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THE BODY TELLS THE
STORY
Presented by Donna Hamilton, PhD MFT, HE, MNLPI

28 June 2014
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MULTIPLE DEFENSE PATTERNS


It should be noted that most individuals will reflect one or more defensive patterns.

June 2014
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BELLY (THE UNCONSCIOUS) – WHERE THE INNER WORK BEGINS











Ancient Mythology:
Diaphragm equated with surface of earth.
Above the surface - light/ consciousness/idealism
Below the surface - darkness – the unconscious
Holding oneself above the diaphragm splits
consciousness from its deep roots
This generates an unconscious split between conscious
and unconscious.
Between ego and body. Between self and the world.
Between humanity and Essential Self

June 2014
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RIGID – THE ACHIEVER






June 2014

Rigid – The Achiever
Oedipal Phase - 3 to 7 years
“Holding Back”
Defense: Avoid rejection through
achievement
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RIGID / THE ACHIEVER OVERVIEW

Student
Manual

From the Student Manual

Most resourced of the Character Defense Systems
 Strong, healthy, well developed body
 Intelligent with a clear focused mind and will
 Tends to focus on accomplishments and
maintaining control rather than feelings
 Highly charged body that holds back deeper
feelings with rigidity and body armor.


June 2014
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WELL KNOWN RIGIDS













Tom Cruise – Actor
Megan Kelley – News anchor
Bill Hemmer – News anchor
Ed Cahill – Actor
Barack Obama – President
Eric Holder - Attorney General
Hilary Clinton – Political leader
Christie Brinkley – Model
Paul Ryan – Political leader

June 2014
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RIGID / THE ACHIEVER - ETIOLOGY














Perceived rejection from opposite sex parent during
Oedipal Phase
Can perceive withdrawal of support from same sex
parent
The child defends against vulnerability by
interrupting the flow of energy through the body
This defense blocks the flow of energy from the
pelvis to the heart
Focuses on pleasing parent through
accomplishments
Stops playing – become prematurely responsible
Stops reaching for pleasure
Becomes lost in achievements and “doing”
June 2014
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EMOTIONAL STATES







Emotionally stable and self sufficient
Strong will and personal control
Hold back feelings - both positive and negative
Pragmatic and intellectual rather than attuned to
feelings of self and others

June 2014
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RIGID’S EMOTIONAL NATURE


Feels rejected
They internalize:



The rejecting parent – consistently
finds fault
 The rejected child – never enough
The Judge









The Perfectionist




More in specific areas of life

The Inner Yardstick




Always judging self and others

Measures success for themselves and others

The Denier


June 2014

Denial of vulnerability, the denial of feelings
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RIGID’S EMOTIONAL NATURE









June 2014

Need to achieve to deserve love
Avoids emotional involvement
Longs for approval, tenderness and love
Disconnected from shadow
Out of touch with inner child
Disconnected from Essential Self
Focused on striving without fulfillment
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PELVIS HEART SPLIT






Fearing that they will be hurt if they reach out for love
Interruption in flow from pelvis to heart
Splits:




June 2014

Inner feelings are not revealed
Core essence is inaccessible
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THE RIGID IN RELATIONSHIPS


Pelvic/Heart split









June 2014

Can love the person they are not sexually attracted to
Can be sexually attracted to a person they don’t love
Long for intimacy but fear exposure
Unaware of own needs
Avoids reaching out
Not emotionally available
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DEFENSIVE PATTERNS













Relentless Super-Ego
They defend against rejection and opening their heart by
rigidifying the outer layers of the body and focusing on
goals oriented activity.
Handle stress by stiffening body/ soldier like posture
Armor receptive feeling centers in front of body
This restricts energy from the outside in and inside out
Control vital and erotic energy, spontaneity and
receptivity.
Act appropriately rather than spontaneously
Use goal setting and activity against feeling
Surrender is equated with submission and collapse

June 2014

EGO
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THE PRICE OF PERFECTION





There is order and harmony in the way they live and organize their lives
An extreme rigid is compulsive, lacking in flexibility and spontaneity, with
an inherent inability to relate effectively to others
The rigid fights a meaningless existence through perfectionism.

“As a result of their fear of a
personally meaningless and
unfulfilling world, the
defensive action of the rigid
character is to become even
more perfect”
Barbara Brennan
June 2014
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RIGID RESOURCES










Perfectionistic
Productive/Hardworking
Exceptional ability to set and achieve goals
Strong will and personal control
Emotionally stable, appropriate and self
sufficient
High personal and professional standards.
Focus on achievement
Courageous, passionate, alive

June 2014







Balanced unifying flow of energy through a well
developed body.
Order and harmony in way they live and
organize their lives.
Can be effective and inspirational leaders, as
well as supportive followers.
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ON FRIENDSHIP



“My thought was ‘I want to be her friend’.”
“My next thought was, ‘That’s not possible,
she is lost in doing’.”



“The moment I met you I felt judged.”



June 2014
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RIGID - PHYSICAL TRAITS
















Healthy, well proportioned, integrated, coordinated
Aristocratic bearing
Body is symmetrical, highly energized and alive
Strong musculature balanced nervous system
Attractive face, bright eyes except when more compulsive
Chronic contraction of outer body
Inner space not pressed or distorted
Chest and abdominal rigidity
Stiffening in entire structure.
Hold back feelings with erect spine, rigid musculature and
determined jaw.
Suppress anxiety by binding musculature
Excellent Immune system
Welcome vigorous exercise

June 2014
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HEALTH CHALLENGES









Although highly disciplined some can become
addicted to substances
Can burn out physically, mentally emotionally
Strives for perfection
Internalized stress contributes to migraine
headaches and fibromyalgia.
Interruption of flow to the heart can contribute to
imbalances in:




June 2014

Breast
Lung
Heart
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ACHIEVER – GOAL ACHIEVEMENT AND MANIFESTING










The laser focused mind of the Rigid establishes clear
goals and relevant action plans
The strong will and commitment to success is tireless
moving in the direction of goals.
Their tunnel vision can miss the pleasure of the
journey.
The defended heart may fail to acknowledge deeper
longings.
Their is very little appreciation and celebration of
goals accomplished and aspirations achieved.

June 2014
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PAUSE PATH TO WHOLENESS FOR THE RIGID









Due to worldly success the Rigid rarely seeks therapy unless there is an underlying trauma, early
developmental wound or a current crisis.
Therapeutically, they need to be guided to go to the heart before the head.
They need to learn the difference between “I want” and “I should.”
The Rigid becomes P-Present in the moment and in the body as the flow of energy is restored
between the pelvis and the heart.
The A-Aware Witness supports the Rigid in softening their control mechanisms, releasing
judgment, and relaxing into experiencing emotions and tender feelings.
U-Unified Self supports them in resolving unacknowledged feelings of anxiety and low selfesteem.
As the Rigid contacts their heart through S-Surrender, they can come to peace with their
relentless super-ego by noticing it is just a voice, not an indictment of who they are.
Aligning their perspective with their heart’s deeper desire, they E-Evoke the awareness of the
perfection that is intrinsic in all things. They relax into the non-judgmental Peace offered by
Essence with an open heart and relaxed open arms.
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THERAPEUTIC CHALLENGES








The Rigid, locked into identification with the mind, the
will, and accomplishments, often feels terrified when
they turn their attention inward and find nothing.
This “nothingness” is attributable to their disassociation
from feelings and the energetic split that occurs
between the heart and pelvis
The root problem is the avoidance of vulnerability:
“They do not feel”
It is useful for them to recognize and acknowledge that
accomplishments have not provided the fulfillment and
satisfaction they long for.
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BE AWARE










They mask feelings of inferiority by seeking comfort in outer
achievements
Fearing they are not good enough, they strive to be exceptional
through being talented, beautiful, handsome, and desirable.
Defending against criticism, they strive for perfection while
finding it hard to accept recognition
As the energy flows from the pelvis to the heart, they will be
able to connect love with sexuality, experience a sense of
wholeness, and develop relationships that are more meaningful.
The Counselor needs to be aware that the Rigid structure, often
appearing composed, even regal, often masks their
compensation for earlier developmental wounding.
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CONTEMPLATE THIS

Stop the Striving,
 Don’t just do something…sit there
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BREAK

Anyone needing help with MP3 Players please see Gia or Bud during the break
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RIGID CHARACTER PANEL


Description of the Rigid Compensation



Schizoid/Rigid
Oral/Rigid
Masochistic/Rigid
Rigid
Psychopathic/Rigid
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GUIDED MEDITATIONS


In the Presence of Love




Toward Money




Are you moving towards financial happiness, or running away from fear?

Anahata – the Fourth Chakra




Exploring the obstacles we create to the awareness of Love’s presence.

Transforming low Self-Esteem, Rejection, and opening the heart

Discussion Questions
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HOMEWORK
ALL:
 COMMIT TO YOUR PERSONAL PRACTICE!
 Listen to The Body Awareness Workout recording (Track 2) on a daily basis while doing movement.
 Use the EFT TAP
 Use the TACSI Exercises
Professionals:
 Listen to the three MP3’s related to this class at least twice, and reflect in your Student Log
 Fill out the Guided Meditation Questionnaires
 Read the Chapters on the Rigid and Psychopathic Structures




FINAL CLASS - June 29
STUDENT LOGS ARE DUE NEXT CLASS!
Mack Auditorium in Renown Medical Center on Mill Street, Reno
Next Class August 2 & 3 @ Renown - Level One Mastering The Therapeutic Process™
June 2014
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THANK YOU!
Please check our website regularly and sign-up to stay informed of
future events.

http://P-A-U-S-E.com
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